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One of the best supernatural thrillers of recent years. --John Connolly A new master of terror reigns
supreme. And in his most horrifying novel yet, the clash between good and evil explodes in an
apocalyptic showdown few will survive. . . From A Funfest. . . Each year, the residents of Pine Deep
host the Halloween Festival, drawing tourists and celebrities from across the country to enjoy the
deliciously creepy fun. Those who visit the small Pennsylvania town are out for a good time, but
those who live there are desperately trying to survive. . . To A Bloodfest For a monstrous evil lives
among them, a savage presence whose malicious power has grown too powerful even for death to
hold it back. Only a handful of brave souls stand against the King of the Dead and a red wave of
destruction. Daylight is fading and a bad moon is rising over Pine Deep. Keep watching the shadows.
. . "Maberry will scare you!"--John Lutz "Maberry has the chops." --Bentley Little "Get ready to be
totally hooked." --Steve Hamilton *on Ghost Road Blues

Reviews of the Bad Moon Rising by Jonathan Maberry
Usishele
Want to start off saying I am a huge fan of Mr. Maberry's. I read a lot of books, all genres, and the
Joseph Ledger series by Mr. Maberry is an absolute favorite. I have the read the books more than

once, and have them in audio as well.
I decided to try his other series, and am making my way through them, but I just finished this trilogy
and wanted to voice my opinion.
I found the first book a little slow, but I realize now, it was only because the stories in the books take
place over approximately a month, and I'm glad I was able to read one book after another. It was like
reading one really long book, and each book built on the one before. By the third book, I was so
invested in the characters and in the story, I could not put the book down. Mr. Maberry is a
wonderful story teller.
The setting of the town of course was another character, and if you like horror, or just plain
creepiness, I think this trilogy is a must read.
I did find a set of short stories on audible that also take place in Pine Deep, I am in the process of
listening to them now. Kind of going slow, don't want them to end!
If you have not read Mr. Maberry, do yourself a favor and read his books. This is the third trilogy of
his I have read, cannot get enough. I'm not a fan of zombie stories but I even liked his Dead of Night
series. Again....wonderful storyteller.....
Delalbine
Jonathan Maberry, already the master of the action (PLEASE treat yourself and read his Joe Ledger
series!) is apparently a master of the supernatural horror genre as well with his novel Bad Moon
Rising. The final third of his impressive Pine Deep Trilogy follows Ghost Road Blues and Dead Man's
Song. The trilogy concerns the small farming community of Pine Deep the most haunted town in
America and the horrors contained past and present, human and unnatural. Maberry uses great
european myths , pop culture icons and blues music to craft a equally sad, humorous and incredibly
bloody tale of a group of good people in a bad, bad place. The reader is reminded monsters are more
often found in a reflective surface than a house or graveyard
I won't make comparisons between Maberry and other legendary, epic writing king (heh) of horror
but this book and the others could easily hold their own!. Like the other books in the series this one
can be read as a standalone since Maberry supplies enough info to allow the reader to make a
connection with the characters and past events without coming across as repetitive filler. I know I
haven't supplied a lot of story details for good reason, longtime horror fans have seen stories similar
to but not like this and some nice surprises along with the final third which is edge of the seat.
Bottomline alone Bad Moon Rising is a great and horrifying novel of the evil monsters and men do
and as a trilogy it becomes a archetype story of the constant battle between good and evil, light and
dark one well told . Very well told! I highly recommended.
Mildorah
I'm a huge Jonathan Maberry fan especially of his Joe Ledger and Rot and Ruin series. I've
thoroughly enjoyed everything that I have read. Bad Moon Rising is actually the third book of a
trilogy and I have not read the other two yet. This book is still a good read on and of itself as a
standalone volume because it gives you enough background about the previous volumes that you can
easily follow the story. Jonathan is an excellent writer and story teller, his stories are fast paced with
believable characters. This series is supernatural based while his Joe Ledger series is a mix of high
tech, horror, and evil villains. I highly recommend this book as well as everything else he has written
especially if you're in to Techno thrillers and horror stories. Check him out, you won't be
disappointed.
Rindyt
I savored the Pine Deep trilogy and only read one a year (every October). Well, I'm finished, so what
do I have to say?
There is a reason why Jonathan Maberry has become a well-known name among genre-types. He is
very talented at creating believable characters, fun and inventive situations and writing it all well. Is
the trilogy perfect? No, the books are a bit bloated at some points with some unnecessary moments
thrown in, but overall the pay off is delightful and the characters (both evil and good) are so

interesting we gladly go in for the long ride. I can't wait on starting another of Maberry's series. The
Pine Deep trilogy is his first long fiction project. It just means that he will continue to improve on his
nearly peerless job of scaring us up some gothic goodness.
Precious
This is the last book to the pine deep trilogy. I highly recommend reading the two previous books
before reading this one because you will understand the whole picture. As for this book, I enjoyed it
very much, from beginning to end. This book came together and provided me with all I wanted in the
end, it brought all books together and gave me everything I wanted out of a trilogy. Bad Moon Rising
was closer to a horror book than the other two hands down. There were many brutal scenes and the
book provided emotional moments at the same time. Jonathan Maberrys writing was at his best here,
this book was very well written and I really do recommend it to horror fan hands down. But just
make sure to start from the first book, which is Ghost Road Blues.
Water
Oh My Goodness!
D. R. Woods review was spot on so there's not much more I can say except that Jonathan Maberry
has done it again! Just when you thought it was safe to sleep with the lights off, here comes 'Bad
Moon Rising' with such a tale of horror as to scare the bejeebers out of you!
608 pages of twists and turns, in depth characters, descriptions so realistic you feel like you're
there... and terror, seat gripping, spine chilling, make you hide in the closet and cry for your Momma
wide eyed terror! A fabulous addition to the masterfully written trilogy that started with Ghost Road
Blues, continued with Dead Man's Song and concludes with Bad Moon Rising.
Kudos, two thumbs up, 5 stars and a standing ovation to Jonathan Maberry. I can't wait to see what
this talented and very gifted author comes up with next!
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